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Coach Barry Mantle

Session date

Week 6

Team/Age Group

U8
Time available

Technical Skill Development
Theme

1 Hour

NOTES
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#186 - Passing in Pairs
* Divide into groups of 2 and set up as per diagram
* Players pass the ball to each other to get comfortable passing the ball
1) Receive, turn & dribble around cone and pass back to partner
* Inside cut, outside cut, stepover, stop turn etc.
Coaching Points
* Open body up to receive the ball on the back foot
* Clean first touch
* Ask for a high level of accountable for improving their technical ability
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#187 - Technique, Technique, Technique
* Set up as per diagram, groups of 5 at least to complete activity 2 and 3
1) Dribble around the cones and back to start, 2nd person starts dribbling when player in front
gets past the 1st cone
* As above but add a pass from cone 2 to 3, use 2 balls
2) Pass and follow
3) Pass to cone 1, receive pass back, pass to cone 3. Player from cone 1 moves to complete a wall
pass from player at cone 2. Pass and follow passes.
Coaching Points
* Clean/good first touch
* Ask them to be accountable for improving their technical ability
* In activity 3 - open body up to complete wall pass
#944 - Game, 4v4v4
* Divide into 2 or 3 groups depending on numbers
* 1 player must play on the outside of each side of the square, these players can move up and
down their side to support the players that have the ball
* Players inside the area compete against each other and try to use the players on the outside to
keep possession of the ball
* Rotate positions every few minutes
Coaching Points
* Body position, angle of support
* As the ball moves - players must "react"
* Can they see ball, pressure and space?

#945 - Game, 3v1 To Goals
* 20x30 yard area, seperate into 2 teams
* 1 team attacks with 3 players and other team defends with 1 player
* If the defender wins the ball, 2 of their team mates join in the game and 2 of the opposing
players must leave the field
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Progression: Add 2 GK's
Coaching Points
* Width, support, depth - angle of support
* Vision, awareness, scanning
* Play quick to take advantage of extra players when attacking
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